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Goal:

- Better OBSERVE and PREDICT high-impact tropical weather systems (tropical cyclones, the Madden-Julian Oscillation)

In this talk:

1. Develop an **MJO surface wind** database for weather and climate applications
2. Evaluate swathes (ASCAT, OSCAT, TMI) and multi-satellite products (CCMP and OAFlux) using DYNAMO in-situ surface winds observations
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Surface wind in a tropical cyclone?
(no brainer!)

What is the MJO surface wind look like?
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Unexpected “negative” impacts using in-situ observations in CCMP?
Summary

- We have an MJO surface wind database based on Large-scale Precipitation Tracking (LPT) using CCMP!

- Both swath winds and merged multi-satellite gridded winds are biased low in MJO (due to rain?) and biased high in trade winds (?).